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Placing an LEF Tower
Mountain Crane recently had the opportunity to place the new LEF tower 
in the refinery in beautiful Sinclair, Wyoming.  Mountain Crane utilized 
the new Liebherr 1750t crane, lifting the 96,000 lb tower.  The tower was 
120 feet tall and had a 117 ft radius, with a tip height of 110 ft.  

Mountain Crane also had the chance to use our 100 ton dollies to trans-
port the tower to the 1750t inside the plant.  At Mountain Crane, we love 
being able to turnkey projects like this.  Using our heavy haul services, 
we were able to haul the tower to our cranes and place them, successfully 
executing the job from start to finish.  

http://www.mountaincrane.com/about-us/mountain-crane-newsletter/


Congratulations to our 2015
Safety Shield Scholarship Winners!

MHT MINUTE
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MHT looks forward to receiving our new Fay-
monville 16-Line Dual –lane Platform trailer, the 
latest in dual lane transport technology, this spe-
cialized equipment along with a perimeter frame 
and suspension beam system will allow MHT to 
tackle some of the most challenging transpor-
tation jobs in the industry. “Innovation, imagi-
nation and drive along with consistency are the 
basic fundamentals of success”.

Come join MHT in Houston at the Break Bulk 
convention Booth #1041 

For a safe and efficient move of anything over-di-
mensional or over-weight, please give us a call at:  
801-556-3828.

Mountain Crane was overwhelmed with the number of scholarship entries we received this year.  There were plenty of 
wonderful applicants, and determining this year’s winners was extremely difficult.  We would like to congratulate the 
recipients of our 2015 Safety Shield Scholarship Award!  Trenton and Karsyn are both excellent students, working hard to 
further their education. 

Mountain Crane wishes them the best of luck as they pursue their academic goals with the aid of this scholarship.  

Karsyn Bingham                                                               
Southern Utah University
 $1,000 Scholarship

“Mistakes do happen and we can learn from them, but I have also seen injuries re-
sulting out of carelessness.  Many of these accidents and injuries can be prevented by 
taking the right precautionary steps to make it safer..  I’m extremely glad for safety 
and the precautions people take” 

Trenton Chavez                                                                         
Southern Utah University 

$500 Scholarship

“I value safety for a number of reasons, it keeps me safe and it keeps others safe. I am in charge 
of my own safety in that moment as well as the safety of everybody on the road. When I get in 
my car I need to exercise safety precautions in order to drive in a safe manner. I realize that my 
safety does not only depend on me, other drivers also need to take responsibility. The only way 
I can increase my safety is by being a defensive and cautious driver, always keeping in mind 
that other people may not be safe and may be endangering the rest of the drivers on the road.”



Mountain Crane Service provides a variety of services across the Inter-
mountain West including plant shutdowns, steel, pre-cast panels, heating 
and cooling units, transformers, pools and hot tubs, demolition, windtur-
bines, and bridge girders, to name a few.

Heavy Haul service is also available.

Mountain Crane Service employees receive continual training through Op-
erating Engineers Local 3 and have their CCO Certification.

Check out our website at www.MountainCrane.com for more information.

Utah’s Largest Crane Fleet
load charts for each of our cranes 

are available online at 
www.mountaincrane.com/fleet
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AUGUST ENTER TO WIN:
UTAH FOOTBALL VS MICHIGAN TICKETS!

Mountain Crane is excited to give 
away a pack of 4 Tickets to the Uni-
versity of Utah’s first Football Game 
of the season! 

Join us Thursday, September 3, 2015 
as the Utes take on Michigan.

ENTER TO WIN HERE

http://mountaincrane.com/
http://www.mountaincrane.com/?page_id=14
http://www.mountaincrane.com/about-us/mountain-crane-newsletter/

